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ASTRONOMY 25 SPRING 2011

PROJECT #1: THE SIDEREAL DAY

Rules: 1) Do the project by yourself or with one other person. If you are working with a partner,
turn in only one project for the two of you.

2) Bring your project to class every Monday to be stamped and checked. 
NO STAMPS, NO CREDIT.

3) Turn in your completed project on or before Friday, April 1.

Purpose: The purpose of this project is to measure the length of the sidereal day, that is, the
rotation period of the Earth with respect to the stars. This is the time it takes a star, say Pollux,
to go overhead, set in the west, rise in the east, and return to overhead.

Overview: You will observe the star Pollux four times over the next four weeks. You will record
the time when it crosses the meridian, the line in the sky that goes from north through the
zenith to south. A star is highest in the sky when it crosses the meridian. When a star crosses
the meridian, we say it transits the meridian or it culminates.

Equipment: A watch or cellphone with time display and an eye.

Preparation: Before making your first observation, you will need to select a suitable observing
site. Do all your observations from the same spot. Find a building with a straight wall facing
east, so you can look straight up along the side of the building. Find a mark on the ground so
you return to the same spot each week. You need to be standing in exactly the same spot every
time.

Learn to identify Pollux. Go out early in the evening as soon as it gets dark and look high
overhead for the twin stars Castor and Pollux. The brighter star is Pollux; the fainter star is
Castor. Castor crosses the meridian first; Pollux follows a few minutes later. Make sure you
know which one you are looking at! Can you see a color difference between them?

View of Gemini as it appears when facing south. Betelgeuese is the corner of Orion. Lower down you will see brilliant Sirius.

Note: Pollux is easy to see. Don't go to a strange neighborhood or a remote location to see it
better. Find a spot in your neighborhood or on campus. As long as you are not right under a
street lamp, you will be able to see Pollux. DON'T DO ANYTHING DANGEROUS. DON'T GO OUT
LATE AT NIGHT. DON'T GO OUTSIDE AT NIGHT IN A DANGEROUS NEIGHBORHOOD.
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(Q 1) Describe your observing location (for example, “Next to the Math Building”.):

(Q 2) Predict how the time the star transits will change from week to week. Will the time stay
the same, get earlier, or get later?

Procedure:
If using a watch, check the time on your watch before leaving the house or office

against the official time at www.time.gov. If using a cellphone, you may rely on the cellphone
time.

Return to your observing location (within a foot) and rest your head against the wall.
Wait for the star to disappear and record the time. Record as PST (Pacific Standard Time) when
using winter time; PDT (Pacific Daylight Time) when using summer time. Estimate the error in
your time measurement. For example, if you measured the time to be 8:10 but think it might
have been 8:08 or 8:12, record the time as 8:10 ± 2 min.

If it is cloudy, come back another evening. Repeat each week for four weeks.

Turn in your project once a week to be checked. If you are working with a partner, turn in
only one project for the two of you.

Observations
Date Time (PST) Time (PDT) uncertainty

±         min
±         min
±         min
±         min

Graph
Plot your results on the graph on the next page. Be sure to use PST for all of your plot

points. Though each data point, draw an error bar whose height equals the uncertainty in the
timing.

Using a ruler, draw a line that goes near the points on your graph. The idea is not to
connect the dots, but to draw the straight line that is as close as possible to the dots. There
should be as many dots above the line as below the line. If one dot seems totally out of place,
you may ignore it, as it was probably an error.
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Graph

Wrap-up
Answer after you make all your observations.

(Q 3) How accurate do you think your measurements were? What were the causes of error of
measurement?

(Q 4) Compute the slope of the line. (See the example on the last page.) How many minutes per
day does the time change? Give your answer to the tenth of a minute. Show your calculations.
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(Q 5) How well did your observations confirm your hypothesis in Q. 2 regarding the time? If you
want to revise your hypothesis, state your new hypothesis about the time it takes a star to go
around the sky and return to the same spot.

(Q 6) What did you learn about the stars during this project? Write complete sentences. Start
your sentences with “I learned that...,” not  “I learned about...,” or “I learned how.” Your grade
on the project depends in large part on your answer to this question!


